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/e current research aims to study the mixed convection of a hybrid-based nanofluid consisting of ethylene glycol-water,
copper (II) oxide (CuO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) in a vertical cone. A hybrid base blend model is used to examine the
nanofluid’s hydrostatic and thermal behaviors over a diverse range of Reynolds numbers. /e application of mixed nano-
particles rather than simple nanoparticles is one of the most imperative things in increasing the heat flow of the fluids. To test
such a flow sector, for the very first time, a hybrid-based mixture model was introduced. Also, the mixture framework is a
single-phase model formulation, which was used extensively for heat transfer with nanofluids. Comparison of computed values
with the experimental values is presented between two models (i.e., the model of a mixture with the model of a single-phase).
/e natural convection within the liquid phase of phase change material is considered through the liquid fraction dependence
of the thermal conductivity. /e predicted results of the current model are also compared with the literature; for numerical
results, the bvp4c algorithm is used to quantify the effects of nanoparticle volume fraction diffusion on the continuity,
momentum, and energy equations using the viscous model for convective heat transfer in nanofluids. Expressions for velocity
and temperature fields are presented. Also, the expressions for skin frictions, shear strain, and Nusselt number are obtained.
/e effects of involved physical parameters (e.g., Prandtl number, angular velocity ratio, buoyancy ratio, and unsteady
parameter) are examined through graphs and tables.

1. Introduction

Nanofluid is the mixture of hard nanoparticles with the
base fluid./e study of nanofluid is of huge interest for the
evaluation of increasing thermal conductivity, In the
engineering, cooling is important, such as the cooling of
nano-electromechanical systems and semiconductors.
/e convection of nanofluids flow in nanowires such as
microchannels and microtubes is mandatory to use
nanofluids for these low-scale cooling techniques.
Nanofluids are served in related works with single-phase
heterogeneous fluids (whereas the nanoparticles are
consistently distributed in base fluids). Free convection is

critical in thermal engineering in nanofluid within en-
closures because rising heat flow is a significant problem
for energy efficiency. /e first attempts to improve heat
transport using nanofluid. /ey simulated the heat
transfer features of nanofluids in a two-dimensional in-
sertion and originate that the heat transfer rate dramat-
ically increases with postponed nanoparticles at every
Grashof value. Elaziz and Marin [1] investigated one
significant feature of theory, and it does not account for
thermal energy dissipation. We discover a method for
dealing with elastic interactions that do not take into
account energy dissipation caused by heat sources and
body forces. Remote as literature analysis is revised,
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[2–12] scholars are doing notable nanofluid work. /e
analysis of heat transmission and nanofluid flow is an
important unsolidified rheology issue. Experimenting on
Cu-water nanofluid rheology, in which we noticed the
conduct of a shear-thinning fluid obtained by Chang et al.,
[13] Santra et al. [14] introduced the forced conduction of
Cu-water in Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids in a
channel. Das et al. [15] extended Aziz’s attempt by looking
at the Buongiorno fluid method for nanofluid flow. Xuan
and Li [16] explored Cu-water nanofluid flow charac-
teristics. Infrared photons are visible; sunlight or infrared
and illumination are shown by the material nature pro-
duced from those radiations. Based on the way solar
energy is collected and transmitted or transformed into
solar power, energy sources and their technologies are
mostly known as either active solar or inactive solar.
Blackbody radioactivity is the radiation of electromag-
netic waves from a superficial that exceeds absolute zero.
In several practical applications, heat transport occurs via
a porous medium flow. /ese inspections cover a wide
range of fields of science and engineering, mainly grain
storage, chemical hydrogen reactors, dampness move-
ment by air-filled rubber protection, and much more. /e
efficiency of common base fluid thermal systems is rel-
atively low. Suspending metallic nanoparticles in the
sordid fluid is a recent way to improve the efficiency of
those systems. Sheikholeslami et al. [17] investigated the
free convection warmth transfer in a concentration halo
between warm four-sided and heated curve cylinders in
the non-attendance of the magnetic field. Kandelousi [18]
investigated the consequence on ferrofluid flow of espe-
cially variable magnetic fields by considering the constant
heat flux endpoint state. Sheikholeslami et al. [19–21]
examined nanofluid flow alongside convective heat
transfer through a different geometry. /e fluid flows
including chemical reaction has wide range in the pro-
cesses of extrusion, refrigeration, and polymer industries.
Under GN electromagnetic theory, Abd-Elaziz et al. [1]
demonstrated the effect of /omson and initial stress in a
thermo-porous elastic solid. Vlase et al. [22] looked into
the motion equation for a versatile one-dimensional el-
ement used in a multibody system’s dynamical analysis.
Malik et al. [23] proposed the idea of an incompressible
fluid past MHD natural reaction over a heat-producing
porous layer. /e electrically transmitting non-New-
tonian fluids can be used as a refrigeration liquid because
their flow can be controlled by the outdoor magnetic field,
which to some degree controls the heat transfer. Its usage
of magnetic fields that impact heat preoccupation/gen-
eration system has several engineering applications, like
crystallization and bottling of copper wires by dragging
continuous polymers through inactive fluid [24–29].

Shirejini et al. [30] used a nanofluid and a gyratory
scheme to restore the heat transfer rate after a decrease.
Turkyilmazoglu [31–33] investigated the thermal broadcast
of an electrically conductive fluid over a rotating infinite
disk. Digital devices for stowage, rotating equipment,
thermal energy generation systems, electrode material,
geothermic industry, gas turbines, biological courses, and

different types of medical equipment are examples of ap-
plications of such problems. Turkyilmazoglu investigated
fluid stream and heat allocation on a rotating disk that was
traveling vertically. A spinning cone induces warmth
transfer and enables flow in a quiescent liquid. Kumar et al.
[34] used a finite element method to research the ran-
domness production of a nanofluid containing copper and
aluminum oxide nanoparticles in the spaces between two
coaxial spinning disks.

/e above studies indicate that no attempt has been
complete to analyze the 3D hybrid nanofluid flow model
around the cone as poignant or immobile under fluid
control. /e effect of copper oxide (CuO) and titanium
dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles on the thermal performance
properties of ethylene glycol-water is investigated in this
study, which has an extensive scientific and technological
value. /e second significance is to build on the principle
of Refs. [35–37] which also contain the most important
studies about the current model. In the case of counter-
rotating, create a mathematical model for rotating cones
that are called moving or stationary. /e flow reckonings
are reduced to an ordinary scheme, and then bvp4c is
used to solve them. Figures illustrate the effects of cor-
poreal relevant variable quantity on velocity and tem-
perature. Superficial grind force and temperature incline
numerical outputs are tabulated contrary to stimulating
physical objects. /e uniqueness of the latest work is
emphasized.

(1) /e current study considers three-dimensional
CuO + TiO2/C2H6O2 hybrid nanofluid flow, while
previous research [38, 39] has concentrated on
viscous fluids and nanofluids.

(2) /eMATLAB bvp4c algorithm has been used for the
explanation of the non-linear problem.

(3) In comparison to other fluids, hybrid nanofluids
have been found to increase the thermal efficiency of
base fluids quickly.

2. Mathematical Formulations

To find another way to simplify the process of convection in
fluids, the basis for this paper is a three-dimensional (3D)
natural heat transfer of Newtonian two-phase nanofluid flow
composed of TiO2/CuO hybrid particles/ethylene glycol-
water (50 percent-50 percent) combination of base fluid due
to a pivoting cone. All conclusions and conditions con-
sidered for the geometry of this paper are clearly shown in
Figure 1. Differential equations that model the problem
according to the assumptions mentioned above and the
physical terms that affect the problem are
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/e velocity gears in the paths of x, y, and z-axis, sep-
arately, are in the above equations (u, v, and w). Also, ρhnf is
the concentration of nanofluid, μhnf is the fluid viscosity of
nanofluid, ve is the free flow velocity, (ρβ)hnf is the coef-
ficient of growth and contraction because of the temperature
difference, T is the dynamic temperature, ζ is the electrical
conductivity of the fluid, ]hnf is kinematic viscosity,
(ρCP)hnf is nanofluid’s heat capacity, khnf is nanofluid’s heat
conductivity, A is the Deborah number, and αhnf is the
thermal diffusivity.

/e boundary conditions are

u(0, x, z) � v � w � ui, viwi,

T � Ti,

u(t, 0, z) � w � 0,

v �
Ω1x sin α∗

1 − st
∗ ,

T � TW.

(5)

/e momentum, temperature, and boundary conditions
for this problem are [38, 39].

/e most recent method would be the utilization of
hybrid nanoparticles rather than single nanoparticles to
advance the process of convection in fluids. Nanofluid
formed by hybrid nanoparticles has higher conduction than
nanofluid generated by one single nanoparticle. Further-
more, the impact of using nanoparticles of different shapes
on conductivity and reducing the amount of convection
cannot be simply overlooked.

6ermophysical Properties. /e following are the different
thermal properties of hybrid nanofluid and water [39]:
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/e functions required for the conversion of the partial
differential equations (PDEs) ((2), (3), and (4)) to the or-
dinary differential equations (ODEs) are as follows.

In which the hybrid angular velocity is ω � ω1 + ω2, the
angular velocities of a cone are ω1, the free torrent liquid is
ω2, and the unstable parameter is S. Also, θ and ζ are the
variable and temperature without dimensions, respectively.
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Figure 1: Corporeal geometry of the problem.
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After substituting equation (7) into equations (2)–(4) and
modifying and converting, the usual differential equations

relating the flow and temperature, together with the
boundary conditions, are as follows:
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Now, the boundary conditions are

f(0) � 0,

g(∞) � − 1 + α1,

g(0) � α1,

θ(0) � − 1,

f′(∞) � 0,

f′(0) � 0,

θ(∞) � 0.

(11)

/e important natural quantities impacting the flow and
the transfer of heat are the coefficient of skin friction
Cfx, Cfy and the local Nusselt number Nux, respectively,
which are clear as follows:
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/eir dimensionless form is as follows:
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/e factor of heat allocation in dimensionless form is
given as
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3. Numerical Solution

/e coupled ordinary, non-linear differential equations
(8)–(10) and the limit conditions set out in equation (11) are
numerically solved using the bvp4c MATLAB algorithm.

F � y1,
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Now, the new equations are
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along with limitation

%

y(1) � 0,

y∞(2) � 0,

y(2) � 0,

y(4) � α1,

y(6) � − 1,

y∞(6) � 0.

(21)

4. Graphical Observations and Discussion

Non-linear standard differential equations (8)–(10) con-
cerning boundary condition equation (11) are solved by the
bvp4c method of numerical technique for evaluating the
various physical parameters. Results indicate the effect on
velocity − f′(η), g(η) and temperature θ(η) profiles of non-
dimensional governing parameters laterally with the skin
friction constant and limited Nusselt number for recom-
mended fence temperature (PWT) cases. We considered
entirely dimensional parameter values for numerical al-
gorithms as s � 2.0, α1 � 0.6,ϕ � 0.8, c1 � 1.5, andPr � 7.0.

/ese parameter values are samein the entire article except
for the disparities in the corresponding figures and tables.
We learned that the heat transfer rate has been further
increased due to hybrid nanofluid (TiO2 − Cuo/ethylene
glycol-water). /e rate of the heat transfer decreases when
we increase the rotation parameter and the capacity
fraction of nanoparticles. Figures 2–5 display the block
diagram of the speed and temperature profiles for different
models of the volume fractions of Tio2 and Cuo nano-
particles. /e rise in the medium fraction of nanotubes
augments the tangential velocity − f′(η) field and fluctuates
the azimuthal velocity g(η) field as well as the temperature
profiles in the PWT case. As assumed, the improvement of
the medium fraction of nanoparticles would enhance the
colloidal interruption here amid solid particles, and due to
this, the velocity fields are reduced. By contrast, the field of
Tio2 nanoparticle velocity is faster by enhancing the values
of the nanoparticle volume fraction. For this motive, we
saw an enrichment in the field of tangential velocity.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) describe the effect of the α1 on
prescribed wall temperature (PWT) case velocity − f′

profiles. /e velocity curve decreases when increasing the
values of α1 in Cuo − TiO2 cases. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b),
α1 indicates mixed solutions for both cases in fields of
azimuthal velocity g. In both cases, velocity decreases if the
value of this parameter increases. But with increasing
values of α1 the tangential boundary layer of velocity − f′
enables. Physically, the parameter of α1 helps to increase
the velocity of the flow because for this reason the velocity
fields are initially enhanced. At Figures 3(a) and 3(b) under
the impact of the parameter c1 almost similar behavior is
observed, but here the thickness of the boundary layer
increases rapidly with the growth. Velocity behavior for s
the maximum value of s sluggish down the tangential speed
of the fluid as well as velocity − f′ goes to zero far absent
from the cone superficial for high values of s velocity profile
goes down rd/e effects of the Pr on θ in both cases are
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). /e depth of the thermal
boundary layer and θ(η) increases by enhancing the values
of Prandtl number Pr. /e effect of the Reynolds number
on tangential velocity is seen in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). It is
represented in figures with an increase in Re because in-
ertial forces have a direct relationship with Re; /e curve in
Figure 6(a) increases and in 6(b) decreases with the in-
creasing values of tangential velocities near the cone wall.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are devoted to the manifestation of
the effect of c1 (buoyancy parameter) on the tangential skin
friction coefficient. From these figures, it is clear that Cfx

grows as c1 increases, while it decreases as α1 increases.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) indicate the impact on the skin
friction coefficients Cfy at the cone boundary of the ro-
tation parameter (α1) and Reynolds number. Skin friction
coefficients are shown in figure 8(b) by increasing values of
function of rotation parameters and 8(a) is decreasing by
function of α1 while showing declining behavior for the
number of Reynolds. /e effect of Pr is shown in
Figure 9(a) on the Nusselt number by an improvement in
the value of Pr the Nusselt number decrease. From
Figure 9(b), it is noted that the Nusselt number is decreased
when enhancing the value of Pr. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate
the impact of several parameters on skin friction and
Nusselt number for Reynolds model. Amount of α1 and c1
expand the skin and Nusselt number decline for α1 and
grow for α1. Table 1 demonstrated the hybrid surface fluid
and nanoparticles have fluid dynamics-physical properties
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Figure 8: (a) Influence on skin friction Cfy along x-direction of α1 for CuO/C2H6O2 + water. (b) Influence on skin friction Cfy along
y-direction of α1 for TiO2 − C2H6O2.
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Figure 9: (a) Influence on Nusselt number of Pr for CuO − C2H6O2. (b) Influence on Nusselt number of Pr for TiO2 − C2H6O2.

Table 1: Impact of different parameters and dimensions of nanomaterials on velocity and temperature profiles in CuO-hybrid base fluid.

α1 c1 S Pr Cfx Cfy Nux
0.6 0.5 1.0 7.0 0.01573 0.01530 − 5.01480
0.7 0.02965 0.00882 − 4.83310
0.8 0.04081 0.00202 − 4.45480
0.9 0.05035 0.00710 − 4.01480
0.7 0.0 2.0 5.0 0.01171 0.02283 − 7.24294

0.5 0.02535 0.01107 − 7.20510
1.0 0.03678 0.08875 − 7.16484

0.8 1.5 0.5 3.0 0.04706 0.00132 − 7.12153
1.0 0.00848 0.01523 − 8.89947
1.5 0.02186 0.01552 − 8.88430
2.0 0.03367 0.00754 − 8.86861

0.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.04379 0.00375 − 8.85267
3.0 0.00517 0.01573 − 10.2863
5.0 0.01849 0.01171 − 10.2791
7.0 0.03054 0.00898 − 10.2119
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for Cuo and in Table 2 also shows the properties of TiO2.
/e thermophysical properties of the nanofluid are dis-
cussed in Table 3.

5. Concluding Remarks

In the present paper, the influence of rotation and buoyancy
force parameters on velocity and temperature is discussed in
hybrid base nanofluid over a gyrating cone in the occurrence
of gravity and film condensation and heat dissipation effect.
By using the bvp4c algorithm, we solve PDEs with minimum
errors and correct results. /e results indicate that by in-
creasing the value of α1, the tangential and azimuthal ve-
locity reduces near the boundary of the cone for CuO and
TiO2 cases. Also, with the increase of c1, azimuthal velocity
increases./e inclination of the Prandtl number results in an
increase in the temperature profile./e skin friction factor is
increasingby rotation and unstable parameters while it is
decreasing with Reynolds number. /e Nusselt number
increases for larger Pr near the wall of the cone. /e major
outcomes of this study are given as follows:

(1) TiO2 nanofluid has a higher coefficient of friction
factor as opposed to Cuo nanofluid. However, the
heat transfer rate of Tio2 nanofluid is lower than that
of Cuo nanofluid. Cuo nanofluid, therefore, im-
proves the thermal transfer more than the Tio2
nanofluid.

(2) /e parameter of viscous variation improves both
temperature and the rate of heat transfer. /us, we
can say that viscosity dependent on temperature is
helpful for processes of heat transfer modification.

(3) Hybridity reduces the velocity distribution while
increasing the temperature distribution.

(4) As compared to nanofluid, hybrid nanofluid can
have better heat transfer efficiency.

(5) /e optimal heat transfer rate in hybrid nanofluid
can be achieved by choosing distinct and sufficient
nanoparticle increases.

(6) /e heat source decreases the temperature field and
enhances the heat transfer rate.

Abbreviations

Pr: Prandtl number
t, t∗: Dimensional and dimensionless times,

respectively
T: Temperature
(x, y, z): /e distance measured along the meridian of

a circular segment parallel to the cone’s
superficial

Cfx: Local skin friction in x-direction
α: Semi-upright angle of the cone
Cfy: Skin friction in y-direction
η: Similarity variable
f, g: Dimensionless stream function and velocity

component in x− and y− direction,
respectively

θ: Dimensionless temperature
K, L: /ermal conductivity and characteristic

length, respectively
Km− 1K− 1 c1: Buoyancy parameter due to temperature
μ: Dynamic viscosity (Nms− 2)
]: Kinematic viscosity (m2s− 1)
Nux: Local Nusselt number
ρ: Density (kgm− 3)
Rex: Reynold number based on x

Table 2: Results of skin friction and Nusselt coefficient for TIO2.

α1 c1 S Pr Cfx Cfy Nux
0.6 0.5 1.0 7.0 0.01150 0.0114280 − 8.09597
0.7 0.00487 0.0216298 − 8.15971
0.8 − 0.00617 0.0306057 − 8.22153
0.9 − 0.04201 0.0383555 − 8.22153
0.7 0.0 2.0 5.0 0.01440 0.0049780 − 11.4494

0.5 0.00666 0.0151825 − 11.4824
1.0 0.00190 0.0241606 − 11.5149

0.8 1.5 0.5 3.0 − 0.00204 0.0319124 − 11.5471
1.0 0.01146 0.0082032 − 14.0226
1.5 0.00759 0.0184064 − 14.0448
2.0 0.00352 0.0273834 − 14.0448

0.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 − 0.00042 0.0351342 − 14.0669
3.0 0.01109 0.0017524 − 16.1919
5.0 0.00799 0.0119582 − 16.2087
7.0 0.00454 0.0209374 − 16.2253

Table 3: /e hybrid surface fluid and nanoparticles having fluid dynamic-physical properties.

Physical Properties CuO TiO2 C2H6O2 − H2O

ρ (kg/m3) 6500 4250 1063.8
cp (J/kgk) 540 686.2 3630
K (w/mk) 18 8.9538 0.387
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ReL: Reynold number based on L

(ρCp)hnf: Heat capacity of hybrid nanofluid (jk− 1)
ρhnf: Nanofluid density (kgm− 3)
μf: /e viscosity of fluid (Nms− 2)
(u, v, w): Velocity components (ms− 1)
μhnf: Hybrid nanofluid viscosity (Nms− 2)
αhnf: Hybrid nanofluid thermal diffusivity

(m2s− 1).
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